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Bear in mind that a lot of this crap is incredibly dangerous to the user. Chapter 4 Pit Trap Chapter 24 of C
Chapter 29 Home Construction of Hand Grenades Chapter 46 Suitcase Running Chapter 49 Practical Advice
for Getting Staited I knew that it was exctly the kind of book that I would buy if someone else had written it.
The general idea was to gather together under one cover information about all the weapons and explosives one
could build himself to protect himself, his family, and his property-or just to enjoy if he happens to be a
powder monkey or weapons wizard like me-as well as all the practical survival skills necessary to keep his
arsenal safe. Some of the material would come from my previous explosives and weapons books. I knew that I
would have to review and update the information to pass along the latest innovations and test results. Looking
over my previous books, I saw that a big book of homemade weapons should include C-4, grenade launchers,
flamethrowers, and high explosives as well as sections on weapons caching, gunrunning, and mantrapping.
For example, I had not yet gotten around to grenades, mortars, or claymores. That meant a whole new round of
building and experimenting with these explosives until I had the formulas and directions down pat. That was a
bit tougher. I knew why I thought the book was needed. In this increasingly restrictive climate we live in, this
book was to be a final hedge against governmental and societal encroachment. They might even make books
like this illegal in the future-but they could not take away the knowledge and skills learned from it. The
essence of self-sufficiency is realizing and agreeing to the truth that you are best served by being in control of
your own destiny. This means staying off government lists, maintaining a low profile, and, above all,
possessing the resources and skills necessary to decide your own fate. It seems that the United States has
grown into a collection of beggars who genuinely believe government can solve their problems. Most of these
would have been totally unthinkable in our society even a relatively few years ago. Because our lives as loners
are viewed as undesirable a t best a n d illogical a t worst, many people find it not only convenient but
necessary to operate with a great deal of obscurity. This is especially true in relation to the use of high
explosives and heavy weapons. After deciding what should go into the book, I thought about the kind of
person who would benefit from it. We live not far from each other as the crow flies but on opposite sides of
the mountain, and we ground-bound crows sometimes find it tough to neighbor. At the time we met, Given
had come to live in my part of the world, leaving behind what many would describe as a glamorous existence.
He chose his new self-reliant life-style because he felt it was best for him and his family psychologically,
financially, and physically. Given was fortunate to have enough cash to purchase acres of basically remote,
inoccessible land. Fortune also smiled on him when he went land shopping in that he found a suitable tract
with a good water well, healthy growing timber, and patches of deep, rich garden soil. Given has what he has
been told is a fully funded annuity from the government. Yet he is no fool. He realizes that his monthly check
comes out of current government deficits and there is no such thing as a fully funded government annuity. He
knows governments can a n d do go broke or more frequently renege on their promises and that to rely on the
retirement check that he supposedly purchased with payroll deductions is the height of stupidity. Confidence
in government is, in his own words, the ultimate oxymoron, or hopeless contradiction. Failure on the part of
our elected officials to solve the tiple scourge of oppressive taxation, inflated bureaucratic budgets, and
economycrippling regulations is not the only reason Given turned his back on what appeared to be a n
attractive life. He had traveled around the world sufficiently to explore much of its dark underbelly. He knows
only too well that, in addition to government, there are many other i survival and well-being, not the threats to
h least of which is Mother Nature, who can be, and often is, a real bitch. He saw that many disasters, causing
tens of thousands of deaths, were started by Mother Nature but magnified and exacerbated by strong cenwal
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governments similar to those in the United States. The best formula for disaster, he vehemently claims, occurs
when Mother Nature strikes a blow in the form of a flood, earthquake, volcano, or forest fire, and those
affected are conditioned to rely not on themselves but on government agencies a n d programs. Your only
safety net is the one you carry around in your head, he often tells his friends. During the twenty-year interval
since he left this country, Given claims to have seen Americans degenerate from basic, selfreliant, confident,
prosperous people to bitter, contentious people who make their way through life by searching for someone else
to blame their problems on and government programs to set things right for them. Govemment is not a milk
cow with million tits, he excitedly proclaims. Neither of us would be classified as young idealists. But
working together as much as was prudent and possible, we set out to build a n obscure yet secure life-style.
We addressed our needs in a practical manner, as do most rational survivors. The first need we took care of
was food and water, followed by shelter, energy, security, a n d then self-fulfillment a n d creativity. In that
regard, knowledge is power. Perhaps a correlation exists between those who wish to withhold knowledge
while simultaneously wishing to enforce their own social agenda on us. Many of the devices and explosives
listed herein are now illegal. However, books telling the general public how to do make explosives are still
protected by the First Amendment. Supposedly, our right to unencumbered ownership of firearms is protected
by the Second Amendment, but everyone in this business knows what is happening to these rights. Having this
relatively inexpensive single-source weapons book available may be the best insurance one can purchase. And
as I stated earlier, it may not be legal to buy or even own this book in the very near future. My guess is that
this book will be completely prohibited in Canada and England right now. I realize full well that not everyone
can move to the sparsely populated country where they take up a semisubsistence life. It may be the best
scenario for those who wish to remain independent, yet I know that living in some of the medium-size and
smaller cities in the United States is, a t this time, quite easy. We Americans are not threatened right now.
There is a strong temptation to stay where one is comfortable. Additionally, most people who really look a t a
subsistence life-style are put off by the hard work they face. It seems probable that if one is not born to this, he
will have huge problems adapting to it. Given, to his advantage, was born to it, left it for a while, married a
lady born to it, and decided to reenter it. Many well-meaning, intelligent, hardworking readers will continue to
live where they are, near high-paying jobs, housing, family, and friends, and where opportunities for
self-reliance must be uushed rather than having them push you. Living in the city does not preclude learninq
how to make and use heavy weapons, high explosives, or scrounging loads of firewood out in the country. It
does make it 3 I making and using high explosives and manufacturing heavy ordnance. Given, like me, is
familiar and comfortable with both high explosives and large-bore ordnance. Familiarity in this case does not
breed either contempt or paranoia. We realize full well that it would be stupidly easy to kill or maim ourselves
manufacturing and using high explosives, flamethrowers, and heavy weapons. Because we know, respect, and
enjoy -in their way-high explosives, we have a tremendous advantage when pursuing our way of life. Without
C-4, for instance, exploding warheads from our 40mm rounds, claymores, and mortars would not be possible.
Coincidentally, we might require homemade C-4 to take out the only bridge on the only road to our retreat. It
also may be necessary to cut steel girders, break concrete, or deal with a military-type vehicle by using our
flamethrower. Building and operating heavy weapons such as 80mm mortars and flamethrowers is not only
entertaining, sans bureaucratic B. Flamethrowers cost a bit more and are technically more complex, but even
these done at home are not prohibitively expensive. Considering our experience out in the wide world, neither
Given nor I believe that conditions will stay the same. It is obvious to us that dramatic changes do occur and
that they greatly impact people who are unprepared and inflexible. Just as the gardens we tend and firewood
we gather to stretch our budgets may soon become absolutely essential in the near future, our weapons, now a
hobby or curiosity, could be the difference between surviving and becoming government wards. When it
happens, what one. By doing so, they cut down dramatically on current food bills. City people can participate
in the adventure of self-reliance, it just takes more time and effort and, in some cases, additional smarts. This
book has a lot of practical information for them. The best, most completely self-supporting retreat I built was
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located on 1, acres of rolling third-growth timberland in far western NorthCarolina. Looking back a t it, I
wonder how we kept everyone productively employed. Everyone put in fourteen-hour days for about a year
until the main elements of our retreat were completed. Land for the project was purchased by a wealthy
Chicago businessman who wanted the place put in top shape. As soon as we could, we put in a
gravel-underlaid sod air strip and wind sock. We also buried some fuel tanks. Other than the wind sock, itwas
tough to tell a landing strip lay there. The n e a r - u est place with gas stations and a phone was eighteen miles
away. As it ultimately always is anyway, we were personally responsible for law and order on our own
property. Our first real project after taking ownership and walking the property boundaries was to punch a
single-lane road-with,truck turnouts-into the central building area. Fortunately, our road passed through a
long, low marshy area a n d across two creeks. Building the road required t h a t we blast through several rock
outcroppings and then crush the rock for gravel fill. We solved that problem by mixing up ourbwn explosives
that we used to clear land, remoGe rock, and build road. Even though,we were too far from their offices for
the agency people to harass us comfortably, they decided to give it a try anyway: Fortunately, they were
unsure about anything going on back at the retreat. We did not allow any delivery vehicles into the building
area, electing instead to truck everything from town ourselves. Their first concern was our alleged rock
crusher, leading to construction of a n unauthorized road over flowing streams a n d through marshland that
was home for some local muskrats. Setting up an industrial activity outside the correct manufacturing zone
was a violation, they warned us. Toward the end of the road, we care- a fully built a n excellent mantrap-which
in this case it was actually a truck trap.
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For information purposes only. A Recipe For Survival â€” Serious survivors know that the day may come
when they need something more powerful than commercial dynamite or common improvised explosives. For
blowing bridges, shattering steel and derailing tanks, they need C But, as with many of the goodies survivors
hunger for, C-4 is not legally available to civilians and is hard to come by on the black market. It requires no
special utensils, reference books or training. The step-by-step directions will show you how to make your own
C-4 - and survive! Constructing The Ultimate Hobby Weapon â€” Let Uncle Ragnar walk you through these
simple step-by-step plans for making an M79 or M in your own workshop All it takes is ordinary tools and
some pipe, washers, nuts and bolts. Reloading info for 40mm ammo and BATF guidelines are included. To
know how to trap your enemy is to know how to avoid being trapped yourself. For academic study only. But
he has received hundreds of letters from frustrated readers who could not get their hands on the one key
ingredient necessary for successful detonation â€” commercial blasting caps. He also covers 13 improvised
devices that will reliably trigger the detonators in clever waysâ€¦plus how to salvage blasting caps from
automobile air bag modules! Ragnar has culled his all-time favorite traps that are easy to build, easy to
maintain and guaranteed to work! Detailed illustrations show you how to build a floating duck snare, den trap,
live-mouse set, campfire set and fish trap, to name just a few. The Ace of Blades â€” Snap. For most people,
the click of a switchblade is an ominous sound. Once the symbol of the street hoodlum, these knives are
experiencing renewed interest from those who understand the value of a good one-handed blade. Now get
solid information on laws, uses, types of mechanisms and more. Learn how to harden your city or rural refuge
by locating it well and disguising it. Chapters are Who Is the Enemy?
Chapter 3 : Books by Ragnar Benson (Author of Ragnar's Urban Survival)
Ragnar's Big Book Of Homemade Weapons has 8 ratings and 2 reviews. Tyler said: My favorite Book as a young child,
it shared shelf space with the likes of.

Chapter 4 : Big Book Of Homemade Weapons download pdf ISBN eBook Ragnar Benson
Ragnar's Big Book of Homemade Weapons - Free ebook download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read book online
for free. Ragnar Benson's guide to making a mortar, claymore mine, grenade launcher, and more.

Chapter 5 : Ragnar Benson - Wikipedia
out of 5 stars RAGNARS BIG BOOK OF HOMEMADE WEAPONS GREAT BOOK. COVERS FLAME THROWERS,
CROSSBOWS, HOMEMADE C-4, HOMEMADE DETONATORS, HOMEMADE GRENADE LAUNCHERS, HOMEMADE
MORTORS,MANTRAPPING, HOME AND RECREATIONAL USE OF EXPLOSIVES.

Chapter 6 : Ragnar's Big Book Of Homemade Weapons | Open Library
Ragnar Benson Book Collection 8 Ragnar's Big Book of Homemade Weapons. 9 Ragnar's Ten Best Traps. 10 Ragnar's
guide to Home and Recreational Use of High Explosives.
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Chapter 8 : Ragnar Benson | Open Library
This book has all the nuts-and-bolts information from Ragnar's most popular books on homemade C-4, flamethrowers,
grenade launchers, high explosives, mantrapping, weapons caching and gunrunning, plus all-new chapters on hand and
rifle grenades, claymore mines and mortars.
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ThriftBooks sells millions of used books at the lowest everyday prices. We personally assess every book's quality and
offer rare, out-of-print treasures. We deliver the joy of reading in % recycled packaging with free standard shipping on
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